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Our city manager, Mr. Martin, has assembled a committee to find out if there is a parking problem downtown. In
his remarks to the News-Leader, Mr. Martin stated, “I want
to take a hands off approach so it doesn’t look like it’s a
political process.” Really? A review of several aspects of
this process, and I wonder how it can be anything but a
political process.
To start, Mr. Martin has publicly stated that there is
no parking problem. Doesn’t that set a conclusion for the
committee to reach? At least one of the chosen members
has stated in discussion about the increase in downtown
density that there is no parking problem. Mr. Martin is the
city manager, and all of those he appointed are city employees! Could this influence how open their study will be? To
truly avoid the appearance of a political process, Mr. Martin
should have said we need to study downtown parking so I
will be setting up a committee and anyone interested in
serving on this committee please send a letter of interest.
There are many things impacting downtown parking. What
is decided about it will have far-reaching effects for years to
come. Anyone affected by parking has a right to give their
input and have that input heard.
I find it amusing that the city manager states there is
no downtown-parking problem. Could that be because, if
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The parking committee

‘Stocks tend to have an optimistic bias, and bond
markets a pessimistic bias. One looks at the glass
half full, the other at the glass half empty,’

you go to City Hall, there are 11 parking spaces reserved
for city employees and only eight for the public? True, the
public “may have to walk a block or two but that doesn’t
make it a problem.” If there isn’t a problem, and won’t be in
the future, I hope that Mr. Martin will remove those signs
which reserve City Hall spaces for staff. Will he open them
up for the overflow cars from the townhomes being built in
the old lumberyard?
I find it very interesting that not one of his handpicked
members has a vested interest in downtown parking. Where
are the merchants whose livelihoods are affected by parking? Yes, Mr. Martin stated that the committee could add
members if they saw fit. If there is no political process
going on, why were these key stakeholders excluded from
the start?
Let us all remember the (Planning Advisory Board) and
what was done to that board when it failed to follow the
wishes of our City Commission. All of the members were
removed and replaced by handpicked members from each
commissioner. Let’s also remember that a commissioner
has the power to remove a member if they don’t like their
vote. No political process there? If this is to be an open and
fair study of parking, the committee should be made up of
city staff, merchants and residents.
Philip A Chapman III
Fernandina Beach

he U.S. stock market is considered a reliable indicator
of what lies ahead for our
economy.
Therefore, the impressive rally in
stocks over the last six months would
lead you to believe the U.S. economy
is poised to grow vigorously in coming months. The stock market, though
volatile, is usually accurate.
But not so fast. Another less flashy
and less spectacular financial market
is deemed even more prescient in its
economic predictions. And it is clearly
predicting a slowing economy in the
U.S. right now.
The sage U.S. bond market gets
little fanfare. While the stock market
gets all the attention, bonds sort of plod
along like the tortoise, not the hare.
“Stocks tend to have an optimistic
bias, and bond markets a pessimistic
bias. One looks at the glass half full, the
other at the glass half empty,” says a
noted economist.
However, the bond market is
forecasting a slower economy based
upon its flattening yield curve. The
yield curve plots interest rates of U.S.
Treasury bonds by short, medium and
long duration. So it will chart Treasury
yields by durations of one year, 10
years and 30 years, for instance.
When you connect the dots, the
yield curve should be sloping upward
– indicating a favorable economic
outlook. But instead, the yield curve
is flattening right now, meaning there
is less difference between short-term
rates as compared to longer-term
rates.
The premise behind the yield curve
is that interest rates will move higher
as the economy strengthens – especially long-term rates. Therefore, this
depicts an upward-sloping curve, as
compared to a flat or inverted one.
In addition, the Treasury market
trades significantly differently than the
stock market. There are other types of
bonds that are more aggressive than
treasuries (corporate, high yield, foreign, etc.), but they are more erratic in
their pricing.
To many, the Treasury market is associated with the “smart
money,” primarily from institutions,
sovereign wealth funds, endowments,

etc. In contrast,
the stock market is
influenced largely
by retail investors,
who tend to be more
emotional. You
know, euphoric when
stocks are going
higher, and pessimistic when they are
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yield has declined
since the presidential
Steve Nicklas election. The 10-year
yield was at 2.64
percent when Donald
Trump was elected as president, but
has recently declined to 2.40 percent.
This may not appear to be a significant
move, but it is.
“The fixed-income markets are not
showing signs of enthusiasm,” says
one strategist. “Fixed-income investors do not see real signs of acceleration in inflation and economic growth.”
Wily investors probably should
take note of the divergence between
the stock and bond markets. The
pre-election rhetoric of 3 percent to 4
percent growth in the U.S. economy
has waned, mostly because Congress
has stalled any real progress in this
direction.
For now, many economists see
a continued path of slow economic
growth in the U.S. – but this is not all
that bad. Economic expansion certainly
beats a recession, last experienced in
the 2008-09 period.
So most indicators point toward
U.S. economic growth on the horizon.
It only remains to be seen how much,
or how little.
Steve Nicklas is a financial adviser
and a chartered retirement planning
counselor with a major U.S. firm who
lives on Amelia Island. His financial
columns appear regularly in several
newspapers in North Florida and in
south Georgia. He has published a book
of his favorite columns from the past
20 years, titled All About Money. The
book is available at local bookstores
and on Amazon. He can be reached at
753-0236.
thenicklasteam2@msn.com
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The consequences of leaving the Paris Accord

O

n June 1, President Trump pulled the
United States out of the Paris Climate
Accord, claiming it threatened our economy, should be renegotiated, and subverted U.S. needs to those of other countries. He
is wrong in his justifications, notions and action.
Reportedly, majorities in every single state
wanted America to stay in the accord.
He misrepresented the impact of the accord
and its effects, citing dubious job data and misconstruing the results of an MIT study. His argument retreats from logic, leadership, science and
reason.
The Paris agreement was signed by 195
nations pledging to battle in concert the cause
of rising global temperatures. Only two nations
didn’t sign the accord, Syria, a pariah state, and
Nicaragua, a developing country with a lot to
lose from the impacts of climate change, which
thought the accord too weak.
Paris would not have constrained the U.S.
or Mr. Trump from doing anything. Negotiators
aimed for – and achieved – a voluntary agreement
where the signers offered aspirational emissions
targets, pledged their best efforts to meet them,
and agreed to give periodic updates on how they
were doing.
The hope of Paris was that the agreement
would spur world governments and their capital
markets, that the targets might become a floor
and not a ceiling, that, prodded into action by the
accord, they might move faster toward renewable
energy, and that overall efforts might even be fast
enough to make up for some lost time in dealing
with global warming.
The departure of the U.S., historically the
Earth’s largest single-country carbon dioxide
atmospheric polluter (and now second in current
yearly emissions behind China), is a major blow
to the accord. It not only damages the world’s
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efforts to battle climate change, but also cedes
influence and technological advantage to other
nations. Quitting undercuts the planet’s best
hope. For the U.S. to pull out now is both immoral and irrational.
What Mr. Trump understands or believes
about climate science is uncertain; he has called
it a hoax. Nothing reasonable or credible supports
his claim. He justifies pulling out of the accord
with distortions and demagogic pretenses. There
is no renegotiating the agreement. His jobs and
economy arguments are false, and his portrayal
of America as held hostage by this agreement
is nonsensical, pandering to the paranoia of his
base.
What his decision says to the world is:
America’s leadership cares little about facts; little
about leading the world toward a better future;
little about innovation and competitiveness; and
little for his allies or what they think. His decision rebuked European heads of state, dozens
of major reputable studies, scores of leading
corporate executives, and key members of the
president’s own Cabinet.
The president wants us to believe that
pulling out would save jobs. Smart money bets
on just the opposite: complying with the Paris
agreement and moving toward alternative
energy forms would open markets and create
jobs.
Conversely, failure to mitigate the effects of
climate change would likely cost the economy
trillions of dollars. His decision has nothing to
do with serving America’s national interest. The
U.S. economy would do just fine under the Paris
Accord – probably better in the long run.
Trump charged that the accord was unfair,
that the world was laughing at us for signing on
to it, and that his action was “a reassertion of
American’s sovereignty” – more chauvinistic

baloney that plays to his base of support. Most of
the world is now shaking their heads in disbelief.
The exit of the United States could set off a
cascade of events. Several nations have resolved
to go forward as best they can without U.S.
leadership on environmental and climate issues.
Others might withdraw or soften their commitments to cutting planet-warming pollution, further delaying global action. China remains committed to the agreement and encouraged other
countries to do the same. The European Union
also remains committed. Russia may stay in. But
without the U.S., the effectiveness of the accord
is severely undermined – to the entire world’s
detriment.
Trump doesn’t see the damage his action will
do to America’s economic interests. The world’s
gradual transition from fossil fuels has opened
up a huge global market, estimated to be $6 trillion by 2030. And he ignores the enormous costs
in money and suffering of coping with climate
change if it’s left to proceed unchecked.
The Senate majority leader and speaker of
the House praised Trump’s move. Opposing the
overwhelming scientific evidence that climate
change is real and manmade has become a litmus
test of for many Republicans. It’s a polarization
that defies common sense but, in the political
realm, is readily traced to the Supreme Court’s
Citizens United decision (which dramatically
reshaped politics in the U.S. by opening campaign
spending floodgates) and other related rulings,
big fossil fuel industry money in elections, the
rise of ultra-conservatism, and the deplorably callous leadership of the Republican Party. Today,
what people “believe” about global warming
doesn’t reflect what they know or could know.
It’s more an expression of what community or
socio-political strata they are defensively committed to.

Reasoning and knowledgeable people, not
blinded by partisan or group reflex, may disagree
on how best to deal with global warming and
climate change, but they don’t deny its existence
or primary cause. Solving the world’s climate
change problem will take many decades – perhaps a century or more – of collaborative, coordinated and effective global effort. The world is
well behind in addressing this matter.
In his decision, Trump took no heed of the
fate of future generations of Americans, who will
pay dearly if we don’t ameliorate global warming.
Only future generations will be able to calculate
the full consequences of his action, since it is
they who will suffer ocean inundation of cities,
crippling droughts, mass migrations, greater
regional instabilities and inevitable enormous
costs.
Trump’s actions corrode trust and undermine relationships with our long-standing allies,
endangering reciprocity that one day our nation
may need again. Further, eliminating terrorism,
stemming nuclear proliferation, containing disease spread or ameliorating climate change are
not amenable to purely military solutions, nor
can they be solved by one country acting alone.
They require effective collective action and willing partners who can trust each other to work in
concert and keep their word.
His actions have not only dismayed America’s
allies, but also defied the wishes of the innovative
American business community as well as most
Americans, provided false rather than real hope
to workers, threatened America’s competitiveness as well as job growth in crucial up-and-coming industries, and squandered much of what was
left of America’s claim to leadership on issues of
global importance. His actions may diminish our
economic future, global leadership, world influence and future options.
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